
Dimensions in mm:

Optional: ladder bracket

ANTIEKO POLE & 
WALL BRACKET
Application areas
- residential areas
- squares
- parks
- industrial parks
- city centres
- bicycle paths

Material: cast aluminum pole, coated with 
Moly Coat. The top unit is reinforced with an 
internal steel tube.
Pole mounted size: 60 mm diameter,  
45 mm (height)
Optional: ladder bracket
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Authentic appearance

ANTIEKO POLE & 
WALL BRACKET



Product specifications Antieko pole
-  made of cast aluminum. The bracket is 
reinforced with an internal steel tube. 
The pole is coated with Moly Coat.

-  The ridge of the pole has a diameter of 
60 mm and a height of 45 mm

-  The pole is hollow with sufficient space 
for cable entry. At the bottom of the 
pole is a pole hatch, which can be 
opened with a pole hatch key

-  Due to safety, the pole is constructed to 
break off above the fuse box in the 
event of an extreme collision

-  The Antieko pole is supplied standard in 
dark green (RAL 6009) (other RAL 
colours available on request)

-  Equipped with Faget (ELEQ) connection 
boxes and ladder bracket (optional)

Product specifications Antieko wall 
bracket
-  made of cast aluminum and reinforced 
with an internal steel tube.

-  rhe ridge of wall bracket has a diameter 
of 60 mm and a height of 45 mm

-  cable entry through the rear of the 
mounting plate

-  4 mountingholes (diameter 10 mm) in 
mounting plate

-  the Antieko wall bracket is supplied 
standard in dark green (RAL 6009) 
(other RAL colours available on request)

Authentic atmosphere
The appearance of new residential districts or renovation projects is largely 
determined by the design of the lighting fixtures. The desired ambiance can be 
further emphasized with poles or wall brackets in a corresponding style. The Antieko 
poles and brackets create, as the name suggests, an authentic (antique) atmosphere.

The Antieko pole and wall bracket can be perfectly combined with nostalgic lighting 
fixtures such as the OGR, OMA and SGR. Both in a modern and classic environment, 
these attractive lighting combinations come into their own. To optimize the application 
possibilities of the lighting fixtures, both a pole and a wall bracket are available.

Corrosion resistance
The use of alloys and good preservation assures resistance to various weather 
influences. This prolongs the life of the product and minimizes maintenance costs.

Strong and lightweight
The specialistic casting and the use of certified raw materials provide considerable 
savings compared to cast iron. In addition, aluminum has a significantly higher 
tensile strength than cast iron.

Environment
The applied aluminum is recyclable and therefore environmentally friendly.
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